
Better Alarm Verification and Data Capture

         Remotely verify accuracy of alarms
        360º cameras allow for efficient evidence data  

and video capture
         Document unbiased evidence and help to  

deter further activity by an intruder
        Conduct automated drone patrols
         Potential for future automated robot patrols 

without distraction

This portfolio of intuitive, innovative EvoGuard solutions has  
the potential to allow users to surveil their surroundings  

dynamically — providing monitoring, video surveillance, two-way 
communication using robots, and more at your facility.

Address Labor Shortages With Remote 
Capabilities

        Reduce challenges of high turnover within the 
guarding industry

        Leverage security personnel more efficiently by 
conducting remote patrols

         Operate robot remotely with VR to investigate 
unknown situations

ADT Commercial is innovating and investing in developing the future of the guarding industry. EvoGuard™ 
is a suite of intelligent autonomous guarding solutions and services currently in development that could 
signal the next generation in guarding for commercial facilities, aiming to cost-effectively enhance corporate 
security programs through leading-edge technology.

These innovative guarding technologies, including humanoid robots and autonomous indoor drones,  
can help provide comprehensive security surveillance by conducting patrols remotely to increase coverage 
throughout your facilities.

EvoGuard products are currently in development and may change, evolve, or be removed prior to sale. EvoGuard products are  
intended for indoor commercial use only and are not available for deployment in all types of facilities. Robotics solutions may require third-
party virtual reality hardware, software, and related accounts. Please refer to product documentation and manufacturers’ end user license 

agreements at the time of commercialization for a full list of product features, capabilities, and system requirements and limitations.
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Contact us at EvoGuard@adt.com to be considered for a pilot program 
or visit adtcommercial.com/EvoGuard for more information.

Evolving the Future  
of Security Guarding



Powered by Experience. Driven by Excellence.TM 
You can rely on us to be your One Ideal Partner for integrated security, fire, life safety,  
and guarding solutions, backed by our national strength, local knowledge, and innovative 
approach to help protect your people, property, and assets.

    Trusted Experts  
Benefit from decades of enterprise-level  
experience and custom designs from qualified 
experts

    Real-Time Service ResolutionTM 
Experience service excellence, save time, and 
maximize convenience with virtual service calls

    Faster Alarm Response Technology 
Quickly respond to incidents from your mobile 
device with Smart AlertsTM and help reduce false 
alarms with Smart DispatchTM

    Immediate Insights and Action 
Gain insights and the power to take action on your 
security program with eSuiteSM account management
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It’s easy to upgrade to ADT Commercial. We make it painless to switch with a dependable 
onboarding process.

Let’s start a conversation

855-ADT-COMM


